Fatigue evaluation of lumbar muscles during repeated dynamic trunk exercise.
Muscle fatigue in the lumbar muscles for five normal subjects was investigated during repeated dynamic trunk exercise using a lumbar extension machine which is designed to isolated lumbar extension functions. The electromyogram (EMG) signal from erector spinae muscles at lumbar 1 (L1), lumbar 3 (L3) and lumbar 5 (L5) spinal level was detected by bipolar Ag-AgCl surface electrodes. Subjects were required to perform one set of variable resistance lumbar extensions through a 72 degrees range of motion (ROM) with a weight load (50% maximal voluntary contraction) that allowed 13 repetitions of fatigue contraction. Median frequency (MF) of EMG power spectrum was analyzed to compare the difference of fatigability between each lumbar muscle. The experimental results indicated: 1) each lumbar muscle has characteristic MF, especially at the beginning of the trunk exercise (i.e., L1 = 86 Hz, L3 = 96 Hz and L5 = 106 Hz); 2) Significant differences (P < 0.001) in MF between the beginning and the end of trunk exercise for all lumbar muscle sites; 3) Significant differences in the decreasing ratios of MF between L1, L3 and L5. Based on the theory that the decreasing ratio of MF is proportional to fatigability, L5 was more fatiguable than L1 and L3.